FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

SAGE PARTNERS WITH FEDLINK TO OFFER ELECTRONIC RESOURCES TO FEDERAL LIBRARIES

Los Angeles, London, New Delhi, Singapore, and Washington DC (November 13, 2008) – SAGE announced today that it has signed an agreement with the Federal Library and Information Network (FEDLINK), to provide its online products to participating US federal libraries.

SAGE has been awarded a Basic Ordering Agreement ((BOA) No. LC09G7060, Service ID=SG) by FEDLINK and now offers the Direct Express ordering option to US federal libraries. FEDLINK librarians across America can now explore award-winning, content-rich resources, including the following:

- The SAGE Full-Text Collections—SAGE's award-winning, discipline-specific research databases
- SAGE Scientific, Technical, and Medical Journal Package
- SAGE Humanities and Social Science Journal Package
- SAGE eReference—80 award-winning and authoritative reference works available online on the SAGE eReference platform
- Counseling and Psychotherapy Transcripts, Clients Narratives, and Reference Works

"We're very pleased to make this agreement with SAGE on behalf of our members," said James W. Oliver, FEDLINK Vendor Services Coordinator. "Adding SAGE products will enhance our online offerings and better serve the information needs of federal libraries and information centers."

"We believe the FEDLINK members will be delighted with the thorough content and enhanced research opportunities provided by the SAGE products," said Tom Taylor, SAGE Vice President of Marketing and Sales. "We welcome FEDLINK to our SAGE family of consortia and anticipate many great research opportunities for them in the future."

For further information on SAGE’s offerings to FEDLINK or to request a trial for any of the SAGE electronic products, visit www.sagepub.com/fedlink.

###

SAGE is a leading international publisher of journals, books, and electronic media for academic, educational, and professional markets. Since 1965, SAGE has helped inform and educate a global community of scholars, practitioners, researchers, and students spanning a wide range of subject areas including business, humanities, social sciences, and science, technology and medicine. A privately owned corporation, SAGE has principal offices in Los Angeles, London, New Delhi, Singapore and Washington DC www.sagepublications.com

FEDLINK, (Federal Library and Information Network), serves federal libraries and information centers as their purchasing, training and resource-sharing consortium. As the business subsidiary of the Federal Library and Information Center Committee (FLICC), FEDLINK customers can tap into the expertise of federal librarians, contracting officers, financial managers, and customer service representatives — getting the best products and services at the best available prices. www.loc.gov/flicc